Wednesday, 23 October 2019
Adrian Schrinner, Lord Mayor
Office of the Lord Mayor
Brisbane City Council
Via email to: lordmayor@brisbane.qld.gov.au
Dear Lord Mayor
We are writing to you to raise our concerns about the decision by Council to demolish a
significant part of the Jane Street Community Garden in Davies Park West End to make way
for a storm water pipe.
The garden is a very important community and environmental space in West End that has
been nurtured by community members for over 18 years. Last week council staff informed
the Jane Street Community Garden that they would be putting a seven-metre wide trench
through the garden in three weeks’ time.
We understand that in response to questions the Council officers advised that the decision
was final, and that no consideration had been given to re-instating the garden or
compensating the organisation for its loss.
The drainage works through the Garden were not included in the in plans for the Davies
Park Improvement Project (DPIP) which were circulated for consultation in 2017 and was
only raised with the Garden community as late as last week. However, we note that the
tender for this work was let some four months ago, on 17 May 2019.
We are not against improved stormwater management adjacent to the Park but also note
the commitments made by Council on its DPIP website, to “ensure the park improvements
align with community desires and values, and to, “keeping local residents informed of
construction activities in their area and will provide advance notification prior to the start of
construction.”
Over the past 18 months Kurilpa Futures along with Landscape Architect, John Mongard has
made several written submissions to Council in response to the DPIP (see attached). To date
we have had no substantive response to our concerns and recommendations. This approach
to engagement is very unsatisfactory and further erodes the trust this community has in
your administration. Our position on the Jane St Community Garden in those submissions

has been consistent: The garden should not be moved or demolished but preserved and
enhanced.
According to Brisbane City Council the 2018 predictions for population growth in the next
twenty years will see an increase from 20,000 people in 2011, to over 60,000 people by
2036.Yet only one new park (Bunyapa Park) has been added to date to meet the needs of
the new population. The destruction of the Jane St Community Garden will reduce our
limited green space even further.
We request that Council takes the following steps:
• Halt the proposed project and engage in a genuine, respectful and transparent
manner with the Jane Street Community Garden and the local community.
• Develop and assess alternatives to the drainage works running through the garden.
These alternatives could include:
o a shallow swale system consistent with Water Sensitive Urban Design
principles in Council’s WaterSmart Strategy (see attached plan analysis and
alternate plan).
o an alternative route in Davies Park
If the cost of alternatives is an issue, we strongly urge Council to use some of the millions of
dollars it has collected in infrastructure charges rather than the funds earmarked for the
Davies Park Improvement Project.

Yours sincerely

Pam Bourke
On behalf of Kurilpa Futures
E: kurilpafuturesgroup@gmail.com
W: kurilpafutures.org

Cc
The Honourable Jackie Trad, Deputy Premier and member for South Brisbane
Councillor Jonathan Sri Councillor for the Gabba Ward
Melissa Smrecnik Coordinator Jane Street Community Garden
Cr Peter Cumming, leader of the Labor opposition in Brisbane City Council
Adrian Buzolic Chairperson West End Community Association
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Attached:
1. Davies Park Improvement – comments on pipe plan - referred to Cr Jonathan Sri by
John Mongard – dated 01.10.2019
2. Davies Park Improvement – alternative pipe plan - referred to Cr Jonathan Sri by
John Mongard – dated 01.10.2019
3. Davies Park Improvement Plan Feedback and Comments to Council - John Mongard dated 01.08.2018
4. Kurilpa Futures Davies Park Improvement Plan-feedback dated 02.08.2018
5. Kurilpa Futures Davies Park Improvement Plan-diagram dated 02.08.2018
6. KF Letter of Support to Council for John Mongard’s proposal for Village Green - dated
30.11.2017
7. Montague Road Village Green Concept referred to Council - John Mongard - dated
29.11.17
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1/10/19 2019

Attention: Jonathan Sri, BCC Councillor for the Gabba Ward
RE: Davies Park: drainage works Improvement Plan – Feedback and
Comments on proposed works
Dear Jonathan, The Kurilpa Futures Group have met to discuss the park stormwater
improvements for Davies Park and offer the following feedback:
•

Stormwater pipe, or dry creekbed? –council’s plans include a substantial stormwater pipe
system from the laneway to the markets, running within the edge of Souths fields, though
the mound and then through the middle of the Jane Street Community Garden (refer
attached engineering plans). This expensive infrastructure appears to be of little benefit to
the actual drainage of the proposed amenity park on Montague Road. This open space
along Montague road, prior to European- settlement, was a waterway, which explains why
it catches water. A much cheaper and less intrusive stormwater system could be built with a
2 metre- wide dry creek bed shallow swale system, which could also help drain the
frontage parkland and laneway at various points and drain toward the low spot on Jane
Street. This water sensitive urban design would cost far less than the pipe system and add
ecosystem and amenity to the park works. it would be a shallow stone and gravel dry creek
bed with lomandra grasses, designed to carry water during events.

•

Jane Street Community Garden cut in half during the works – The proposed location of the
stormwater pipe and its deep and wide gravel trench will require removal of a substantial
area of raised planters and the entry structure right in the middle of the community garden.
This would be disruptive to the functioning garden and destroy the established plantings.

•

Mound and advanced tree removal in stormwater infrastructure works – The existing
avenue of trees on the mounds between Souths main field and the Montague Road
fronting open space provide a pleasant fully shaded green corridor. Removal of the trees
will create a dramatic and immediate loss of shade which will take ten years to replace at
least. In ten years, we will see city temperatures equivalent to a shift to a Mediterranean
climate of very hot summers. We argue the trees and mounds should stay.
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2nd August 2018

Davies Park Improvement Plan – Feedback and Comments
The Kurilpa Futures Green Group have met to discuss the park improvements and offer
the following feedback.

Summary
Council’s plan makes some good suggestions at a broad level, but lacks any detail for
large areas of the park.
A summary of the key points to address in developing a concept plan further:
1) The Jane Street Community Garden relocation is a poor outcome for many
reasons, outlined in detail below.
2) The Montague Road ideas only address half of the open space available and lack
park facilities.
3) The toilet should be retained and a further toilet built more proximate to the new
park works to Montague Road.
4) The multi-use court should be a public space and not fenced off.
5) Funds should focus on provision of park facilities, not to fix other infrastructure such
as poor drainage, toilets, roads and road lighting. Funds for these items should
come from road and repair of facilities budgets.
6) There appears to be no particular theme, concept or idea driving the improvement
plan, which reads like a scattered number of infrastructure improvements.

Detailed Feedback
Attached is a marked up plan with comments in red. These comments are further outlined
as follows:
Positive elements in the plan include – A relocation of lease boundaries to allow a
park space on Montague Road, recognition of need for hardcourt and multiuse/skate/play facilities, recognition of need for play element, consideration of
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toilets, consideration of Jane Street Community Gardens. The form and location of
these facilities require more work.
The round grassy open space – Without seating or other functions, this space may
appear as the entry to a football club, like the spaces around Suncorp Stadium.
The space requires plentiful seating, a drink fountain, litter bins and some kind of
design theme or apparent activity planning, which raises it above just being grass
and concrete.
The multi-use games area – In the visualisation, the area appears as a large, flat
slab of concrete with a fence behind it. The multi-use games area requires shade,
seating and design which considers what games may occur there, and what these
games may require. A large, flat slab would be a poor outcome. This multi-use
area should accommodate a skatepark and a small stage space for events and
gatherings.
Jane Street Community Garden – The proposed location is a poor outcome for the
Jane Street Community Garden. It provides poor access to northern light,
overshadowing across its whole length from mature trees and a long frontage
facing the goal post of the soccer pitch. Plants will be substantially shaded and then
constantly impacted by soccer balls and players looking for soccer balls. After hours
there is no street surveillance and the site may become a problem area. The current
gardens have a quiet atmosphere. The proposed site will place them at the entry to
the busy markets, which may impact the gardens with unmanned visitation. The
Northey Street Community Gardens were rehabilitated without relocation. The Jane
Street Community Garden could also be rehabilitated on site, by capping soil areas
and raised planter beds through an incremental improvement process. The gardens
do not have to be relocated to be made functional or safe. The Jane Street
Community Garden is one of West End’s most loved public spaces and its
improvement should be a priority in the immediate funding of works. There is no
substantial evidence presented that the community gardens are impacting large
trees nearby and this is not a reason to prevent ongoing activity.
Multi-use court – The single court is simply a conversion of a sand court into a hard
court within the existing football grounds, which are fenced off. The multi-use court
should be in a fully public space and not fenced. The balance of the lease area
implies there will be two more courts, but this is not defined or certain. Is it to be a
public, freely accessible court? The plan should make clear the intention of this
large leased area.
New toilet block – The location of a new toilet block would be better in a more
central place which is proximate to the proposed Montague Road park
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improvements, as well as to the markets, sports area and Jane Street Community
Garden. A much better and central location would be where the shared roadway
turns toward Montague Road, or near the multi-use games area. The existing toilet
block should be refurbished and retained, since there is an under provision of toilet
facilities in this busy park and two toilet blocks would better serve the improved
park facilities and the markets. An alternative is to rebuild a smaller toilet block in a
nearby location and a second smaller toilet nearer the new grassy space.
Mound reshaping area – The existing avenue of trees provide a pleasant green
corridor. Mound reshaping can occur without removal of the perimeter trees. There
is no value in removing the trees.
Mound removal area – This large area is large enough to be a pocket park in its
own right. The relationship to the multi-use court area could be strengthened by
moving the hard mixed-use court adjacent, and by making the court part of the
public park. The fence/lease boundary would be between the court and the football
grounds.
Playspace – The playspace is located near the mature trees which have suffered
from heavy trampling and have had serious health issues in the past. The playspace
should be located on the flat area, not on the banks near the trees, since this will
only encourage more trampling. Play facilities for small children should more
importantly be provided adjacent to the new grassy open space on Montague
Road, since there is plenty of set-back area and the space needs facilities and
activities to activate it.
Area adjacent to Montague Road (south) – There are no proposed upgrades for
this large, open area of land that fronts Montague Road. This space currently
houses fig trees which provide good levels of shade and amenity, and has a high
level of visibility from both Montague Road and the internal shared roadway. This
area can be viewed as another pocket park within the overall Davies Park precinct.
Activation of this space is required to accommodate the open nature of the area,
the high level of street appeal it affords and its use as a thoroughfare for people
accessing the Saturday markets.
Soccer pitch – The pitch is poor in quality and the space is insufficient. A new pitch
should be laid and the pitch widened and lengthened.
Engagement – Council have collected a lot of feedback up to date, but have not
shared that detailed feedback on specific preferences and facilities the community
want. This feedback should be reviewed, made transparent to the community, and
the improvement plan adjusted to reflect the park-related needs of residents.
3
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Ongoing engagement should continue and the concept plan emerging from this
current call for feedback should return to the community for further feedback.
Funding – There is a dramatic undersupply of park facilities in the Kurilpa Precinct.
The $2.1 million allocated is insufficient for current users, let alone the thousands
coming shortly in the apartments under construction. It is stated that the $2.1
million won’t build all the coloured and annotated elements shown on the plan.
The $2.1 million should be funding green open space/parkland: The green/soft
landscape comprising of Montague Road park areas and the Jane Street
Community Garden. Roads, drainage and toilets should come from other budgets.
Fully public park facilities should be the priority.
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Existing gardens: Retro-fitted

Extension gardens: Reclaimed & improved
Jane Street Community Garden: Extension concept

Council has identified that the whole of Davies Park has levels of contamination: a mix of burnt off carbon material and hydrocarbons from the old speedway that was
located here. Council has identified that the Jane Street Community Garden has to be moved and has proposed a new site behind the soccer pitch goals. The proposed
location is a poor outcome for the Community Garden. It provides poor access to northern light, overshadowing across its whole length from mature trees and a long
frontage facing the goal post of the soccer pitch. Plants will be substantially shaded and then constantly impacted by soccer balls and players looking for soccer balls. Afterhours, there is no street surveillance and the site may become a problem area. The current gardens have a quiet atmosphere. The proposed site will place them at the entry
to the busy markets, which may impact the gardens with unmanned visitation. The Northey Street Community Gardens were rehabilitated without relocation.

A way forward........

The current community garden can be remediated. The area adjacent to the north-west of the community garden can be remediated in the short term as a priority element
of the proposed overall Davies Park improvement works. The concept is to create a new community garden on a fallow site to enable the older garden to also be retrofitted,
without losing garden functions in the short term.

The existing community garden

The existing community garden needs new planter beds which are lightweight and raised off the gardens in the vicinity of the trees and their roots. In the centre of the
current garden, soil can be removed and clay-capped to provide an area for deeper rooted plants. This process can be incremental and the beautiful existing gardens can
be allowed to retain their character. Produce would only be used once the garden planters are improved.

The extension community garden

This area of grass can be remediated immediately. Reclaimed land can be remediated and established centrally and away from the Moreton Bay Fig. A detailed plan can
be prepared consistent with the layout and design of the existing garden. New raised planters and facilities can be constructed in the vicinity of tree roots. Once these
community gardens are filled with clean topsoil, the community can begin gardening. The older gardens can then be retrofitted without losing the current gardening
community onsite.
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Montague Village Green

Community Ideas and priorities for West End’s
new $1.5 million park project

Community Design Plan
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Council is seeking community ideas and feedback to help guide new
park improvements to Davies Park. The community design plan combines
a number of ideas raised by our community during recent years through
The Green Space Strategy and in various workshops about Davies Park.
The Council funds are not sufficient to improve all the areas around
Davies Park so we seek to focus funds on the Montague Road frontage,
since it is the main opportunity to create a vibrant public space in the
heart of our neighbourhood.

Vision

To create a village green fronting Montague Road,
making lost space vibrant.
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Montague Village Green is another potential community anchor
space like the new Bunyupa (Thomas Street) Park: vibrant greenspace
connected to our streets. It will provide free informal play and respite
areas for young and old: with facilities we currently do not have.
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By treating the Montague Road park frontage as a people space, we will
start the process of changing Montague Road into a slow local street.
Even a boulevard one day!
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The Jane Street Community Garden is a much-loved hub in West End.
Land either side of the current garden should be set aside as part of
a permanent larger lease area that allows the food garden to cater
for the additional 20,000 people coming to West End. By relocating
some fencing to tops of mounds, the Jane Street Community Garden
can use and maintain the outer banks facing the street, providing
additional space for larger productive plants and trees. Park funds
should be allocated to consolidate the food gardens.
The markets could spill to the village green through a looping
pathway so that the vibrancy of Saturday spills into our
neighbourhood street (Montague Road).
The access road retains slow vehicle movement but can become a
shared zone with a pedestrian focus and it would allow the markets
more space.
A youth skate play space could use fallow land to the corner and
near the Montague Road entry.
A safe mid-block crossing near Scott Street would assist with high
pedestrian movement and traffic calming.
An event space with a small stage could be built into the Village
Green, providing a community venue for music and gatherings.
A universal access toilet to be located to the bank edge of the village
green.
A small children’s boardwalk playground under the fig trees could
provide a focus area. The avenue of shade trees could extend next to
the soccer field to shade play and market spaces.
A publicly accessible hard-court sports area can be created where
the defunct volleyball court areas are.

A community design concept supported by
JANE STREET
COMMUNITY
GARDEN

